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Abstract: Mass transport within the pore structure of a catalyst particle is a crucial factor in its catalytic efficiency.
Therefore, studying the pore network of a catalyst is vital for rational catalyst design. One promising method for this is
super-resolution fluorescence microscopy, which has the potential to localize fluorescent probes within pore spaces with
an accuracy below the diffraction limit. In this work, we show that carbon dots based on citric acid and urea have
great potential for pore space mapping with confocal laser scanning microscopy and single particle tracking using super-
resolution fluorescence microscopy. Furthermore, it is possible to embed a molecular fluorophore, resorufin, inside the
CDs for brighter luminescence than pure CDs and therefore enhanced particle localization/tracking. We synthesized and
characterized two carbon dot samples using HRTEM, photoluminescence, UV-vis, infrared, and Raman spectroscopy
techniques. With these results, we demonstrate that it is possible to use these carbon dots in super-resolution microscopy
studies, paving the way for a future application of carbon dots in pore space exploration.

Introduction

Mass transport within a catalyst particle is an important and
often limiting factor for the speed and efficiency of catalytic
conversion.1 Reactants need to reach the active sites inside the
pore network while the products formed subsequently need to
leave again to make way for new reactants. As mass trans-
port is determined by the pore structure of a catalyst particle,
a proper characterisation of its features and how they relate
to synthesis parameters holds the key to designing better cat-
alysts. A promising tool to map porosity is to track individual
fluorescent probes as they diffuse within catalyst particles.

Carbon dots (CDs) are organic luminescent materials that
could be used for this purpose. They were accidentally dis-
covered by Xu et al. in 2004 as a byproduct of carbon nan-
otube purification and were shown to be bright fluorophores,
photostable, economical, non toxic, and easy to synthesize.2,3

Their photo-luminescent (PL) properties are the result of four
different sources: carbon core state luminescence due to quan-
tum confinement of the conjugated π-system, surface state lu-
minescence emerging due to interactions between core state
and surface groups, the cross-link enhanced emission effect,
and luminescence of embedded fluorophores.4–6 It has been
shown that fluorophores such as citrazinic acid can be formed
during the synthesis of CDs, and recent studies have shown
that PL emission for CDs with high quantum efficiency orig-
inates mainly from luminescence of these embedded fluo-
rophores.7,8Formation of fluorophores for similar reactions
was reported as early as 1893 by Sell et al., who showed that
citrazinic acid and 2-pyridone based fluorophores formed dur-
ing the condensation reaction of CA with ammonia.9

CDs have been opted to be used as chemo-sensors to detect
metal ions in various solvents and to get information about
the local pH within biological systems, as different conditions
cause different emission wavelengths.10–12 Their use in cata-
lyst pore-space mapping on the other hand has not been ex-
plored thoroughly. One technique that appears particularly
promising to track the movement of CDs within catalyst pore
spaces is super-resolution fluorescence microscopy (SRFM).
This technique can localize fluorophores below the diffraction
limit by using Gaussian fit localization over diffraction lim-
ited fluorescent spots. By following fluorophores over multi-
ple frames, these molecules can be tracked in time and space.
Although carbon dots have been used with super-resolution
microscopy techniques by other research groups, the majority
of these studies use CDs dried on a coverslip.13–17 The use of
moving CDs in super-resolution microscopy studies has not
been reported.

In this Thesis, we track CDs in liquid using SRFM. We syn-
thesized two types of CDs; one ’classic’ CD with fluorescence
stemming from embedded intermediate molecules, and a CD
with extra fluorescent dye, resorufin, embedded in it. A total
of five CD samples were synthesized (Table S1), however, we
will only be focusing on the most promising CD sample for
each group. We characterized the CDs concerning their func-
tional groups, their relative quantum yield, their size, and their
crystallinity both in the bulk sample and on the single particle
level. We then conducted a study to find conditions at which
our CDs portrayed minimal adsorption on porous silica parti-
cles using Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM). The
absence of adsorption events is necessary for efficient parti-
cle tracking, as a particle standstill caused by adsorption will
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complicate pore space mapping. Lastly, we showed that it was
possible to track individual CDs as they diffused in free so-
lution, which allowed us to determine their size distribution.
Collectively, this work paves the way for a future application
of CDs in pore space exploration using SRFM.

Methods

Carbon Dot Synthesis. The synthesis of the CDs was con-
ducted via an adaptation of the protocol by Strauss et al..18

A visual representation of the synthesis is described in Fig-
ure 1a. CA monohydrate and urea was added to a vial in a
1:2 ratio (w/w). Resazurin dye was added to the first sam-
ple in the same ratio as CA, this molecule is reduced to the
fluorescent resorufin due to the presence of urea; this sample
will further be referred to as CU250-R, as short for CA mixed
with Urea, heated to 250 ◦C, with embedded Resorufin. A
magnetic stirrer was added to the vial, and it was placed in an
aluminium reaction block on top of a hot plate. The hot plate
was programmed to heat up to 250 ◦C using a compatible ther-
mometer, at which the temperature was kept for 15 minutes.
The second sample was prepared using 5 ml formamide (FA)
as a solvent. The mixture was poured in a Teflon-lined au-
toclave (Parr 4749). To prevent high pressure build-up, the
temperature for this sample’s solvo-thermal synthesis was re-
duced to 180 ◦C. Due to the lower temperature, the timescale
for the CD formation was increased to three hours. This sam-
ple will further be referred to as CU180-FA, as short for CA
mixed with Urea, heated to 180 ◦C, prepared using FA as a
solvent. Due to the use of a non-aqueous solution, we expect
the CDs in this sample to have an amphipathic character and a
more uniform morphology compared to the CDs in the sample
prepared by solid state pyrolysis.

Once the samples were cooled down to room temperature,
CU250-R was dissolved in water. Both samples were sub-
sequently filtered through a 0.2 µm PFTE filter and poured
into a dialysis membrane (high retention seamless cellulose
tubing (MWCO 12.4kDa, Sigma-Aldrich)). Dialysis was per-
formed for one week, where the dialysate was disposed of and
replaced with fresh deionized water on a daily basis. Before
disposal, the dialysate was checked for presence of lumines-
cence with a 405 nm laser pointer (5 mW). A week was cho-
sen as dialysis endpoint as the concentration of luminescent
molecules in the dialysate was no longer observable by the hu-
man eye at this point. This dialysis process ensured that any
small molecules such as individual fluorophores or reactants
were filtered out.

Embedding of resorufin. In order to determine whether or
not we were successful in embedding resorufin inside the CDs
for the CU250-R sample, UV-vis spectra were recorded of the
CD solution. The spectra were recorded at room temperature
using a UV-CARY 200 spectrophotometer. The embedding of

resorufin will furthermore be verified using other techniques
discussed in the coming sections.

Fluorescent properties. Photoluminescence emission
spectra were recorded with a Jasco spectrofluorometer (FP
8300) at 200 nm/min. Emission spectra were gathered us-
ing varying excitation wavelengths between 350 and 600 nm,
while emission intensity values were collected at wavelengths
10 nm above the excitation wavelength up until 750 nm.

Quantum Yield. If you plot the absorbance versus the fluo-
rescence of different concentrations of a sample, this formula
can be used to estimate the QY:19

Φx = Φstd

(
slopex

slopestd

)(
ηx

ηstd

)2

(1)

In this equation, Φx and Φstd denote the relative QY of the
sample and reference fluorophore respectively. Slopex and
slopestd represent the slope of the regression line. Lastly, η

is the refractive index.
Rhodamine B was chosen as a reference sample as it is well

studied and has a similar excitation and emission region, en-
suring a good relative QY calculation. The regression line for
the rhodamine B was obtained by averaging the absorbance for
550-555 nm and plotting out the result against the fluorescence
averaged over 570-575 nm for 4 samples with varying low
concentrations. This process was repeated for the CD samples
and the non-embedded molecular fluorophore resorufin.

Functional Groups. Furthermore, micro fourier-transform
infrared (µ-FTIR) spectra were measured using a Perkin
Elmer FTIR in attenuated total reflectance mode. Samples
were prepared by drying a droplet (volume = 10 µl) of sample
on a CaF2 disk. FTIR spectra were collecting in transmittance
mode, compared to each others, and peaks were clarified using
IR tables.20,21

Crystallinity. Both single particle and bulk crystallinity
were studied using High-Resolution Transmission Electron
Microscopy (HRTEM) and Raman spectroscopy, respectively.

HRTEM images of CD samples were collected with a TA-
LOS F200x Transmission Electron Microscope. Samples
were prepared by pipetting 5 µl sample on a TEM grid (form-
var on 3mm, 300 mesh Cu grid) and leaving the sample to dry
under a clean glass beaker. Thereafter, the grid containing the
sample was placed in the sample holder and imaged at 390kx
magnification.

Raman spectra were qcquired using a Renishaw Invia Ra-
man microscope equipped with a 785 nm laser, the power at
the sample was ∼0.22 mW. Measurements were done with a
1200 l/mm grating, 50x objective, and 10 s acquisition time.
Spectra were collected for CU180-FA and CU250-R. Addi-
tionally, a spectrum for graphite was collected as a reference,
since it is expected that CDs have a similar crystalline struc-
ture to Graphite.24 For the CD samples, we dried some drops
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of CD synthesis methods used in this paper, fluorescence microscopy, and particle
tracking, and visualisation of Gaussian fit localization using the ImageJ DOM plugin. (a) Schematic of the synthesis of
CDs used in this research. First CD sample was prepared via solvothermal synthesis of citric acid and urea using formamide
as a solvent. This synthesis was carried out in an autoclave at 180 ◦C for 4 hours. The second CD sample was also prepared
via solvothermal synthesis of citric acid and urea, but resazurin was added. This synthesis was carried out in a vial in a heating
mantle at 250 ◦C for 15 minutes without a solvent. (b) Schematic representation of a wide field fluorescence microscope set-up
consisting of an excitation source (laser), dichroic mirror, obective lens, filter, and detector. The laser light (green) is reflected
onto the sample via the dichroic mirror through an objective, but fluorescent light emitted by the sample (yellow) is let through
and collected by the detector. Adapted from Maris et al.22 (c) Single particle tracking of individual emitters, which will be
observable as diffraction-limited spots, can be done by Gaussian fit localization. Individual localizations over multiple frames
are then grouped together in a trajectory, which can then be interpreted. Adapted from Maris et al.22 (d) Single frame example
of Gaussian fit localization of resorufin embedded CDs in free solution (15/85 water/glycerol) using the ImageJ DOM plugin.23

CD particles visible as diffraction-limited spots (left), and localized CD particles (right).

of CD solution on a glass coverslip to obtain a solid layer
of particles. The graphite sample was measured from a solid
graphite piece obtained from a pencil.25

CD adsorption behaviour tunability. Since adsorption is
detrimental for pore space exploration using SPT, we carried
out a preparatory study in which we attempted to find electro-
static conditions in which our CDs diffuse into a porous silica
model system with minimal adsorption on pore walls. This
study was conducted using CLSM.

Microscope slides were prepared by first applying a Thermo

ScientificTM 25 µl Gene Frame (AB0576) on a thin objective
glass. Then, a small amount of porous silica spheres (∼20
µm diameter, pore size ∼35 nm) were added inside the Gene
Frame. Lastly, 4 µl of CDs and 18 µl of buffer was added
to the Gene Frame before closing it with a coverslip. The
prepared slides were then left to equilibrate for 2 weeks before
being measured.

Slides were assembled containing either CU250-R or
CU180-F adding pH buffer of pH 4, 7, or 10. Moreover, one
last slide was prepared for each CD sample with pH 7 buffer,
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but replacing part of the buffer with a salt solution such that
we end up with a 0.01M NaCl solution.

CLSM images of the silica particles containing CDs were
collected using a Nikon A1 inverted microscope with 405,
488, 566, and 635 nm lasers. An average fluorescent intensity
outside of the silica particles was subtracted from the intensity
found inside of the silica particles to give an indication of the
CD concentration inside the silica particles. A positive value
in this case indicates a higher CD concentration inside the sil-
ica particles, which we would expect to be due to adsorption.
We used the data from the 468 nm laser and the 405 nm laser
channel for CU250-R and CU180-FA, respectively. The chan-
nels were chosen based on intensity values being high enough
for a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) without overloading the
detector.

Super-resolution Fluorescence Microscopy study. To
conclude this work, a SRFM study was conducted in order
to investigate whether individual CDs could be localized and
tracked with SRFM. As it was a proof-of-principle study, only
CU250-R was used in the SRFM studies. One crucial step
to achieve localization and tracking was to dilute the chosen
CU250-R CD samples with an 85/15 glycerol/water solution.
This water/glycerol mixture served a dual purpose. Firstly,
it matches the refractive index of the solution to that of the
glass coverslip to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Secondly,
it slows the CDs down by increasing the viscosity of the sol-
vent compared to a water solution. Slowing the CDs down is
important because the diffusion speed of the particles will be
too fast to track with our SRFM setup due to the very small
size of the CDs.

To prepare the samples, we place a Thermo ScientificTM 25
µl Gene Frame (AB0576) on top of a plasma cleaned cover-
slip. Meanwhile, the vial with CDs was placed in an ultrasonic
bath for 15 minutes to reduce aggregates. Then, the CDs were
diluted 100x using an 85/15 solution of glycerol/water so that
22 µl of diluted sample was pipetted inside the Gene Frame.
We closed the Gene Frame using a provided coverslip, and
placed the sample inside of the sample holder of the micro-
scope. Measurement was done with all external lights turned
off to decrease noise, and 500 frames worth of measurement
was collected.

Once complete, the data was analyzed using imageJ with
the DoM plugin.23 The plugin is first used to detect the lo-
cation of the molecules in each of the frames, as shown in
Figure 1d. Once particles were localized over several frames,
multiple localizations that most likely belonged to the same
particle were linked together, forming tracks. These tracks
were then visualised as can be seen in Figure 4d. This data is
the basis for the size distribution calculations described earlier.

Size determination. In order to determine the size of our
CDs, we first attempted this with dynamic light scattering
(DLS). However, these measurements did not yield any useful

results. The first reason for this is that the refractive index of
carbon is not much different from that of water, which greatly
decreases the SNR. The SNR further decreases because the
fluorescent light emitted by the CDs interferes with the sig-
nal of the scattered light. Lastly, we know that the CDs show
at least some degree of aggregation; as this technique is most
sensitive to large particles, the results become even more un-
reliable.

The size was later successfully estimated using HRTEM
with the same parameters as described for the determination
of crystallinity. Furthermore, a size distribution was calcu-
lated using SRFM. Mean square displacement (MSD) values,
MSD = ⟨(x(t)− x0)

2⟩, were calculated for each track and re-
lated to a diffusion coefficient (D) by plotting the MSD as
a function of the time-delay MSD(t) = a+ bt and using the
function D = b/4.26 With this data, we can calculate a size
distribution by using the Stokes-Einstein equation

R0 =
kBT

6πµD
(2)

in which kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature
in K, µ is the solvent viscosity, and R0 is the radius of the
tracked particle. Doing this for each track gave us a size dis-
tribution for the particles in our sample.

Materials. Urea (purity 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich), Citric acid
monohydrate (purity 99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich), Formamide (pu-
rity ≥ 99%, brand), Resazurin sodium salt (Sigma), Potas-
sium phosphate monobasic (purity ≥ 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich),
Potassium phosphate dibasic trihydrate (purity ≥ 99.0%,
Sigma-Aldrich), Dialysis tubing, high retention seamless cel-
lulose tubing (MWCO 12.4kDa, Sigma-Aldrich), VWR 0.2
µm PTFE filter.

Results and Discussion

When comparing the UV-vis spectra of CU180-FA and
CU250-R, as depicted in Figure 2a and Figure 2d respectively,
we observe quite similar electron transitions. In both spectra
we see C=C π−π∗ electron transitions, C=O n-π∗ transitions,
and C=N transitions.27 Interestingly, an extra absorbance peak
is observed for the CU250-R sample at 571 nm. This peak
corresponds to the wavelength at which resorufin shows the
highest absorption according to both literature and our own
UV-vis measurements (Figure S1).28 This is a strong indicator
that we have managed to embed resorufin inside our CU250-R
CDs, as non-embedded molecular resorufin would have been
filtered out by the dialysis process due to its small size (0.7
nm).29

In order to get a clear view of the photoluminescent be-
haviour of our samples, the curves for each excitation wave-
length were overlaid. When doing this, we observe an excita-
tion dependent emission for the CU180-FA CDs in Figure 2b.
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Figure 2: UV-vis, Photoluminescence, and FTIR characterization spectra of CDs prepared in formamide (CU180-FA)
and CDs embedded with resorufin (CU250-R). (a) The UV-vis spectrum of CU180-FA shows the π −π∗ electron transitions
of C=C, the n-π∗ of C=O and C=N. (d) The UV-vis spectrum of CU250-R shows these same electron transitions, but has an
additional peak at 571 nm, corresponding to the excitation peak of resorufin. (b) The Photoluminescence spectrum of CU180-
FA shows an excitation dependent emission. The left group of peaks are expected to be present due to the formation of blue
emissive citrazinic acid and similar single aromatic fluorophores. The right group of peaks are expected to be present due to the
formation of green emissive species with two or more aromatic ring fluorophores such as hydroxy-1H-pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyridine-
1,3,6(2H,5H)-trione (HPPT) and similar structures. (e) In comparison, the photoluminescence spectrum of CU250-R shows a
similar excitation dependent emission, but additionally displays a dominant luminescence peak at 583 nm, corresponding to the
emission of resorufin. (c) When comparing the FTIR spectra of the CD samples, we observe similar peaks, but the spectrum
for CU180-FA shows a broader peak around 1800 cm−1. (f) Comparing CU250-R with molecular resorufin, an extra peak is
observed for the CDs at approximately 3000 cm−1.

This excitation dependent emission behaviour was expected,
as it is commonly reported about in literature.7,8,30 In these
excitation dependent emission peaks, we can observe two sets
of peaks. There are multiple conflicting mechanisms reported
for the origin of this excitation dependent mechanism, some of
which would indicate a deviation from Kasha’s; a rule which
describes that a fluorophore only emits light from its lowest
energy excited state. These mechanisms include the presence
of different fluorophores, aggregation, or CD heterogeneity.

A group of blue-emissive fluorophore peaks can be ob-
served around 460 nm; these could be allocated to fluo-
rophores with single aromatic rings such as citrazinic acid or

similar molecules.7,8,31 Moreover, a group of green emissive
fluorophore peaks can be observed around 550 nm. This group
of peaks could be allocated to fluorophores with two or more
aromatic rings such as hydroxy-1H-pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyridine-
1,3,6(2H,5H)-trione (HPPT) and similar molecules.31 A sim-
ilar excitation dependent emission was observed for CU250-
R, as can be seen in Figure 2e. Additionally, we observe a
dominant luminescence peak at 583 nm. Contrary to the oth-
ers, this peak does not show excitation dependent emission
behaviour, indicating its origin to be a single fluorophore. Fur-
thermore, this peak’s wavelength corresponds to the emission
of resorufin as described in literature, thus further substantiat-
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ing our claim that we have indeed embedded resorufin inside
of our CDs.28,32

By combining data from UV-vis and Photoluminescence,
we were able to calculate a relative quantum yield for both
our CDs and molecular resorufin dye. For this, we compare
the samples to a known sample of Rhodamine B, which has
a QY of 0.31 in water.33 Calculations were conducted us-
ing Equation 1, absorbance-fluorescence plots can be found in
Figure S3 and Figure S2, and calculated results are displayed
in Table 1.

Table 1: Overview of quantum yield of known fluorophore
Rhodamine B and therewith calculated relative quantum
yields for CDs embedded dye (CU250-R), CDs in FA
(CU180-FA), and resorufin molecular fluorophore. *: Exci-
tation maximum for Rhodamine B was 554 on used instru-
ment.33

Sample name λλλ ex(((nnnmmm))) Quantum Yield

Rhodamine B 554* 0.31
CDs in FA 560 0.201

CDs embedded dye 560 0.175
Resorufin 560 0.204

We found a relative QY of 0.201 for CU180-FA. Surpris-
ingly, we calculated a lower relative QY of 0.175 for CU250-
R, also lower than the relative QY for molecular resorufin
which was calculated to be 0.204. A possible explanation for
this could be that the fluorescence for CU250-R comes mainly
from embedded resorufin, which may lose QY due to more
non-radiative decay due to being surrounded by carbon struc-
tures.34

When comparing the FTIR spectra of the CD samples, as
shown in Figure 2c, similar bands are observed. However, one
notable difference between the two graphs is that there is a
broader and more pronounced band visible for the CU180-FA
CDs around 1800 cm−1 compared to the CU250-R CDs. As
this region indicates C=O/C=N bonds, we expect this differ-
ence to be due to an increased presence of nitrogen containing
species in CU180-FA. Furthermore, we compared CU250-R
to resorufin in its molecular form, seen in Figure 2f, we see
that an extra band is observed for the CDs at approximately
3000 cm−1. A band in this region is indicative of the presence
of more carbon, something that is in line with our expectations
of resorufin being embedded inside of a CD structure.

HRTEM images of the CD samples were collected in or-
der to study the internal structure and crystallinity. With this,
we were able to observe crystal lattice fringes in both CU180-
FA and CU250-R samples. Looking at the HRTEM image
of CU180-FA, as shown in Figure 3a, we observed an aggre-
gate of CDs showing a small crystalline domain in the middle.
The d-spacing of this crystalline domain was calculated to be

6.25 ±1.24 Å. The HRTEM image for CU250-R, Figure 3b,
showed aggregation even more clearly. When zooming in to a
small part of this image (Figure 3c), we could again observe
crystal lattice fringes clearly with large and smaller domains.
When plotting a gray value plot of the yellow highlighted
cross-section over the lattice fringes, as depicted in Figure 3d,
we calculated the d-spacing to be 3.18 ± 0.16 Å. A similar
lattice spacing (0.302 nm) for comparable CDs was observed
by Liu et al. (2014).35 Furthermore, the (002) lattice plane of
graphite is reported to be 3.36 Å in literature.36,37

After observing crystallinity in individual CD particles, we
used Raman spectroscopy to study this property in bulk sam-
ple. Spectra were normalized and overlaid in one figure so
that a proper comparison could be made. The Raman spectra
of CU180-FA, CU250-R, and a graphite reference are depicted
in Figure 3e. Here, we see that both CD samples show peaks
around the D (disordered carbon) and G (ordered, sp2 carbon)
band of graphite, indicating the presence of both crystalline
and disordered carbon structures in the CD samples.38 Fur-
thermore, we observe a notable peak to the left side of the D
band for CU180-FA. A shift to the left for the D band is an
indication of an increased presence of N-doped species.38

Combining the previously discussed data, we can estimate
the resulting morphology of our two CD samples. As seen in
Figure 3f, CU180-FA is expected to have some smaller crys-
talline C domains with relatively large d-spacing. Trapped
within these carbon domains are fluorescent species similar
to citrazinic acid and HPPT. In contrast, CU250-R is shown
in Figure 3g which portrays more and larger crystalline C do-
mains with a much smaller d-spacing. Trapped within these
CDs are the same fluorescent species similar to citrazinic acid
and HPPT, but additionally there are resorufin fluorophores
embedded.

In order to accurately map pore spaces using SPT, it is nec-
essary to find a combination of host, probe and solvent condi-
tions where adsorption does not take place. For this reason, we
first conducted a preparatory study using CLSM to find these
conditions. An example of a CLSM image of a porous silica
particle stained with CDs is shown in Figure 4e. First looking
at CU180-FA, as seen in Figure 4a, we observe a positive in-
tensity for all of the conditions (pH = 4, 7, 10; Ionic strength
= 25 mM. Schematic of expected interactions between silica
pore walls and CDs is shown in Figure S5) that were explored.
As this displayed intensity is the result of subtracting the av-
erage intensity outside the particles from the average intensity
in each particle, this indicates an overall higher fluorescence
concentration coming from within the particle. This increased
fluorescence concentration from within the particles is due to
an increased concentration of CDs due to adsorption of the
CDs on the pore walls. Therefore, we did not find a suitable
condition for the CU180-FA CDs at which they had minimal
adsorption on the silica. Interestingly the CU250-R sample
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Figure 3: HRTEM images, Raman spectra, and a schematic representation of the synthesized CDs. (a) HRTEM image
(390 kx zoom) of CDs prepared in formamide (CU180-FA), CDs are likely clustered. A small crystalline domain is observable
which was found to have a d-spacing of 6.25 ± 1.24 Å. (b) HRTEM image (390 kx zoom) of CDs with embedded resorufin
(CU250-R), clustering observable. (c) Zoomed in image of b) showing clear lattice fringes. (d) Gray value plot of the yellow
highlighted cross-section over the lattice fringes in c). Averaging over these spacings, a d-spacing of 3.18 ± 0.16 Å is found.
(e) Raman spectra of CU180-FA, CU250-R, and graphite for reference. Peaks are observed for both CD samples around the D
(disordered) and G (ordered) band of graphite, indicating the presence of crystallinity in bulk. (f) Schematic representation of
CU180-FA according to the information gathered from characterization, some crystalline domains with relative large spacing and
embedded fluorescent species. (g) Schematic representation of CU250-R according to characterization, large crystalline domains
with smaller spacing and presence of embedded resorufin in addition to the other fluorescent species.

showed different behaviour, as shown in Figure 4b. A lower
pH (pH = 3.97) shows an overall higher intensity compared
to the neutral or basic pH, most likely caused by adsorption.
We expect our silica to always be negatively charged for the
measured pH values (≥ pH 4).39,40 Increasing the pH then
increases the repulsion between the silica host and the CD
probes, resulting in a decrease in adsorption to the pore wall
and CD aggregation. In the condition where salt (∼ 0.01M)
was added, fluorescence was also increased inside the particles
compared to outside. This can be explained due to a decrease

in Debye length as a result of the introduced ions, allowing
the CDs to get closer to the silica surface which in turn in-
creases adsorption. Under these conditions the repulsive elec-
trostatic forces between the CDs are also screened, resulting
in CD aggregation (see Figure S4). Interestingly, basic pH
(pH = 10.0) seems to generally exhibit an intensity inside the
particles that is similar to or lower than the fluorescence out-
side of the particle, indicating minimal adsorption of the CDs
on the pore walls. The tunability of the adsorption behaviour
of the resorufin-embedded CDs makes it a promising probe
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Figure 4: Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy prepaparation study, size distribution graphs, SPT tracks, and stained
porous silica particle; error bars indicate the deviation between particles within a sample. (a) CLSM graph of porous
silica spheres (size ∼20 µm, pore size ∼ 35nm) stained with CDs prepared in formamide (CU180-FA). Shown is the fluorescent
intensity outside the silica particle subtracted from the intensity inside the particle. In all conditions, more fluorescence is
observed inside the silica particle than outside. (b) CLSM graph of porous silica spheres stained with CDs with embedded
resorufin (CU250-R). An overall lower fluorescent intensity is observed for pH10 condition. (c) Size distribution graph for
CU250-R, calculated from SRFM particle tracking data. (d) Visualisation SPT tracks of CU250-R in porous silica. (e) CSLM
image of a porous silica particle stained with CDs.

to map the pore space of porous silica particles with single
particle tracking. Of note, the solubility of silica is known to
rapidly increase at pH values above 9, which potentially in-
fluences our results.41 Therefore, these experiments should be
repeated at pH values between 7 and 9.

Lastly, we tracked CU250-R in a water glycerol solution
using a widefield fluorescence microscope (see Figure 1d).
By performing a MSD analysis of the individual tracks, (vi-
sualised in Figure 4e) we obtained single particle diffusion
coefficients which were translated into particle sizes (see Fig-
ure 4c) with the Stokes-Einstein equation (Equation 2). Most
of the CDs showed a diameter of approximately 5 nm. How-
ever, larger particles (15-45 nm), possibly clusters, were ob-
served as well. Due to the lack of uniformity in the particle
size distribution, dynamic light scattering could not provide a
measurement for CD size. This highlights the potential of SPT
not only as a way to characterize porous materials, but also to
characterize the size of CD probes.

Conclusion

We were able to embed the molecular fluorophore resorufin
inside CDs by adding resazurin before the synthesis, which
reduces to the fluorescent resorufin. We found a CD sample,
the CDs with embedded resorufin, that was very promising
for pore space mapping with SPT using SRFM. This sample
showed bright fluorescence and could be tuned to absorb less
on the pore walls of porous silica.

Moreover, it was possible to track the synthesized CDs with
embedded resorufin using SRFM, and this data was used to
estimate their size distribution. The CD size distribution was
found to be heterogeneously distributed, with most particles
having a diameter of ± 5 nm. More common methods for size
distribution estimation, such as DLS, did not result in reliable
measurements, showing the added value of using SRFM.

A relative quantum yield of ± 17% and ± 20 % was found
for the CDs with embedded resorufin and the CDs prepared in
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formamide respectively.
Finally, our findings have shown that the aggegation status

and adsorption of CDs on pore walls depend on the pH of the
environment and the increased presence of ions in the form
of added NaCl. Both an acidic pH and introduction of NaCl
showed to increase aggregation and adsorption. For the porous
silica model system we used, a basic pH showed to be most
promising for future studies.

Future outlook

Our aspirations for these carbon dots are to use them for map-
ping the complicated pore structure of catalyst particles. Al-
though we have shown it possible to track these CDs with
SRFM, it is important that this work will first be expanded
towards a study within a porous model material such as the
porous silica beads that we used in the CLSM study. For
this, we would advice using a slightly basic solution with a
pH value between 7 and 9. After these studies, experiments
should be aimed towards exploring different surfaces so that it
can eventually be used for pore space exploration.
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Supplementary information

Table S1: Overview table of the synthesis compositions conducted during this research.
Sample name Citric acid (g) Urea (mg) Resazurin (mg) Temperature (◦C) Solvent (10 ml) Reaction time (H:MM)

CU180-H2O 1000 2000 - 180 Water 3:00
CU250-R 20 40 20 250 - 0:15 min
CU250 1000 2000 - 250 - 0:15 min

CU180-GLY 1000 2000 - 250 Glycerol 0:15 min
CU180-FA 1000 2000 - 180 Formamide 3:00

Figure S1: UV-vis spectrum of resorufin solution in water. Absorbance peak at 571 nm.
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Figure S2: Absorbance vs fluorescence plot of different concentration samples of Rhodamine B for relative quantum yield
calculations.

y = -22.1 + 9.42 ´ 10+3 x, R2 = 0.99
y = 43.3 + 1.08 ´ 10+4 x, R2 = 1.00
y = -4.15 + 1.1 ´ 10+4 x, R2 = 0.95
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Figure S3: Absorbance vs fluorescence plot of different concentration samples of CDs with embedded resorufin (CU250-R, CDs
prepared in formamide (CU180-FA), and resorufin. Data for relative quantum yield calculations.
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Figure S4: CSLM image of a single porous silica particle stained with CDs under a 0.01M NaCl condition.

Figure S5: Schematic representation of the roughly expected electrostatic state and interactions of silica pore walls and CD
particles at different pH values.
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Figure S6: Schematic image of decreasing debye length with increasing salt concentration.
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